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Learn With Play: 150+ Activities For
Year-round Fun & Learning

A GIANT COLLECTION OF HANDS-ON KIDS ACTIVITIES. The perfect book to have on hand for
inspiring you on holidays, weekends, or anytime the kids just need something to do! A fun mix of
hands-on fun with learning, celebrating, and appreciating family time.
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As far as I know this book is written by the most creative bloggers who write about kids activities. I
love that most of the activities don't require expensive craft materials, a lot of them are child led and
helping kids to find the best in them. This is a must have resource for parents with kids. Seriously!
Money well spent!

This book is full of fun, engaging, and unique activities from a large collaboration of kid bloggers.
There are sections for general/anytime activities, holiday activities, early childhood education, life
skills, and organization of play and learning areas for kids. I appreciate that each activity is clearly
labeled by which ages it is appropriate for, whether baby, toddler, preschool, or kindergarten. This is
an excellent book for parents of young kids (what a great gift idea!) or for preschool teachers looking
for fresh, new ideas. I can't wait to try out these activities with my own kids!

There are some great activities in this book. However, I find the pages are overcrowded. I
personally don't care for the layout of the book either. I understand the sections, but activities are
listed in disjointed age ranges. Why not start each section with activities for youngsters and

progress to older kids? I understand the book was a collaboration. I was hoping the layout would
have been ... more user-friendly.

Love love love this book! I'm an occupational therapist working in schools and follow the authors
blog. This book is well laid out with simple to follow directions for each activity. Great place to go for
ideas, and everything you need can mostly be found in kitchen or around home so no need to
spend a lot of money on supplies. This book is excellent for gross and fine motor development and
my kids have really been excited about every game or activity I have used so far.

Wow! What a huge resource for parents, educators, and caregivers! I will be using this as I plan my
homeschool year, but would have loved something like this when I was in the classroom! This will
make the perfect gift this holiday season! The pictures are simply beautiful and the activities are
incredibly high quality. This is a must have book for anyone who has children!

Great resource to have for anyone with young kids - I am blown away by all of the great ideas for
learning, playing, and engaging kids! Love that the pages have easy navigation on the sides to help
find age appropriate activities. I am sure this book will grow with our family as it is such a
comprehensive resource. This will definitely be my go-to baby shower gift for new moms. I think it
offers great play ideas, but also is a wonderful way to inspire parents to engage with their children
and have a hand-son part of the learning process.

LEARN WITH PLAY is the perfect book to have on hand when you are looking for something to fill
an afternoon, celebrate a holiday, or plan a play date. There is a huge mixture of ideas ranging from
DIY toys and Play Recipes to Science ideas and Area Organization tips. The pages each include an
activity, supply list, easy to follow instructions and colorful photos. They even thought to include
color coded circles on the edge of the page to indicate suggested age making it easy to flip through
the book and find what you are looking for. A great resource for parents of young children!

You can tell from the activities inside that these are written by talented people, and skilled
educators! I love the variety that comes from having so many different authors - it's a truly rare
thing. I have a hard time finding things for my toddler to do, and this has so much for that difficult
stage, and they're all so do-able!
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